
Voice of the Customer

What it is and how to use it to create breakthrough product developments



Is This a Surprise? 

• Most companies address product definition by validating features with their 
customers

• This approach assumes that you have the right features

• You never get out of the box

• 46% of development resources are spent on projects which 
commercially fail or never make it to market

• Approximately 80% of all new products fail within six months or fall 
significantly short of their profit forecast



What Customers Can and Can’t Tell 
You

• Customers do know what they want! 

• They know their wants and needs, but not 
the exact features and solutions that will 
satisfy those needs 

• Customers are not engineers, cannot set 
technical specs for you 

• What we want are products that are: 

• “Not designed by customers, but inspired
by customers

• To do this, we have to get beyond the 
features or solutions or specifications
they ask for to understand the underlying 
needs they represent



Engineering Folklore

• “Customers can’t tell you what they want.”

• “Customers don’t know what they want until they see it.”

• “No customer would have said they wanted a …”
– Microwave oven
– VCR
– Walkman
– Hula hoop



Customers speak a different language

• Customers say…

Powerful computer

Roomy front seat

Good on-time performance 

Hassle-free claims

• Companies say…

MIPS, RAM, RAM…

Leg room, Shoulder room…

A+15, Block times…

Form length, Days to process



Flex I/O VOC

• Tell me what sort of issues you have with 
your current automation systems
– I need better production.

• What prevents you from meeting uptime targets?
• What causes downtime?

– Diagnosing failures
» ………

– Costs are too high 
• What other costs are high?

........
– Long commissioning

• What takes time in commissioning?
– ……



Typical distributed system





Flex I/O Concept

• Rockwell Chairman's Team Award winner
• $250M business in 5 years
• $800M business in 10 years



The Voice of the Customer:  Definition

• The stated and unstated customer needs or requirements…..
– A complete set of customer wants and needs

• Expressed in the customer’s own words
– Customer jargon, not company jargon

• Organized the way the customers think about, use and interact with the 
product and service

– Detailed needs bundled to create secondary and primary level needs
– Companies and customers think about and group ideas differently 

• Concentrate on real cases for current experiences, not hypothetical scenarios
– Drive the customer to richly describe actual experiences
– Can you give a recent example of this?

• Prioritized by the customer
– Importance
– Performance, i.e. satisfaction with current alternatives

• Prepare yourself to be extremely curious and inquisitive
– Your role is to discover new knowledge!



What VOC Visits are NOT 

• Not selling opportunities

• Not for solving customer 
problems 

• Not for validating what you 
think the features should be in 
your product



Question #1:  Who Is The Customer?

• There can be many important users 
– End users
– Different distribution channels 
– Key buying influencers – some have no purchase authority, but can 

make or break
– Users vs. choosers (decision makers)

• Who needs to be satisfied for your product or service to be 
successful?

– Follow the chain back from the end user
– Each link in the distribution chain wants to satisfy their immediate 

customer



But everyone doesn’t want the same 
thing

• Segmenting the Market:

• Definition of a segment
– A group of people with similar wants and needs such that the 

same product would work well for everyone in the segment
• Segmentation means:

– Dividing the market into distinct groups of buyers who may 
require separate products/services/marketing mixes

Different Needs (less common)
vs.

Different Weighting
of those needs (more common)



Level of Detail in a Structured 
Process

Stage 1:
Prepare for 

Customer Visits

Stage 2:
Process Customer 

Visit Data

Stage 3:
Analyze 

Customer 
Requirements

Stage 4:
Generate
Solutions

Explore Digest Evaluate Define

1.  Plan the project    

2.  Develop Interview 
Guides

3.  Interview Training     

4.  Gather the Voice of 
the Customer

5.  Develop Image 
Diagram             

6.  Translate Voices into 
Requirements

7.  Requirements Diagram    

8.  Develop Metrics      

9.  Design the Survey      

11. Analyze Existing 
Solutions     

10.  Administer the 
Survey 

12. Analyze Results of 
Survey    

13.  Brainstorm Ideas      

14.  Generate Solutions      

15.  Evaluate Solutions      

16.  Select Solutions

But, keep in mind…

To obtain quality results from the customer data  You need to collect robust data



The Interview Guide



The Interview Guide:  Basic Structure

• Start with easy questions
– Put respondent at ease, get them to relax

• Chronology:  Start with past, then move toward the present
– “what motivated you to switch?”

• Next ask about experiences
– “Take me through a typical…” or “a recent…”

• Ask about extremes – “best” and “worst” experiences
– “What made it your best or worst experience?”



Developing an Interview Guide

• A good interview guide should: 
• Have a clear introduction that sets up the interview 
• Be an outline, not a script
• Be conversational, but have a focus on the particular subject
• Help build rapport
• Focus on experience 
• Gradually shift from general to more specific topics – let customer pick 

topics in the beginning
• Be appropriately provocative by:

– Exploring conflicts
– Discussing hypothetical scenarios

• Describe your customer’s job or role within the organization
• Describe your typical day – likes and dislikes.  Best day and worst day.  

(As if I were a video camera on your shoulder.)
• What about your job, or what you do, keeps you up at night?
• Describe your ideal way of doing your job – or, if you had a magic wand, 

what would your job be like? (Describe the ideal “product” is an optional 
way of asking this.)

• Describe a quality product and why you chose it as a quality product
• What changes do you foresee in the future that will change how you do 

your job?
Ask for examples !!!



Caveats

• BEWARE of repetitive questions that suggest a YES or NO answer
– These types of questions can turn an interview into an interrogation

• Don’t ask: 
– “Do you like this product?”

• Instead ask:
– “How do you feel about this product?”
– “What is your opinion of this product?”
– “Why do you feel that way?”

• Don’t write the guide in a vacuum
– Ask others to review ad make suggestions
– Pre-test if possible



The Interview



Logistics:  When you get there...

• One person should lead the interview
– That person should ask most of the questions
– Other(s) can toss in occasional follow-up questions

• Recording the interview
– Be unobtrusive, but not secretive
– Assure the respondent of the market research purpose
– If Recording….

• Have the right equipment – check it ahead of time, use fresh batteries, etc…
• Label tapes clearly with date, name, etc. immediately after the interview
• Use a fresh tape for each interview



Interview Introduction

• Be prepared to explain: 

• The purpose of the study 
• How respondent was selected 
• Who else is being interviewed
• That the respondent’s identity will be kept anonymous
• Why it will be audio taped (if it is)
• What feedback the respondent will receive (if any) 
• How the information will be used
• The idea that you will be probing for details and verbatims 

(I want to hear it from you!)
• CAN’T COMMIT TO ANY FIXES OR TIMETABLES!!
• NOT A SALES CALL!!



Roles and Responsibilities

Observer

•Soaks up impressions

•Listens “between the lines”

•Backstops the moderator

•Writes observations

Note taker

•Takes verbatim notes

•Doesn’t interrupt

•Debriefs with moderator

Moderator

•Conducts interviews

•Builds rapport

•Executes discussion guide

•Writes observations

•Debriefs with note taker

Avoid using questions that elicit “yes”/”no” answers.  “Are,” “do,” and “can” are often 
the clue to a closed-ended question.

What?
How?

Could?
Why?



More Helpful Moderator Hints

• Stop for the note taker before moving to another subject
– Ask the note taker if he/she has any questions each shift in topics

• When someone shares a worst story with you
– Empathize with them 
– Ask how it makes you feel

• After nightmare is described
– Ask what leads you to think that?

• After each question is answered by interviewee
– Stop and think about probes to get at the golden nugget
– Ask what else

• Gives the note taker time to catch up 
• Gives moderator time to think about a transition to next question



Getting Started

• Be real – be you, be friendly, develop a style that 
works for you

• Try to maintain eye contact
• Make respondent feel at ease – reassure them, even 

dress like them
• Think of it as a “guided conversation”
• Use the interview guide, but don’t just read the 

questions verbatim
• Ask questions that feel relevant and eye-opening, 

even if they’re not on the interview guide
– They may point to new insight or to hidden customer 

requirements
– “why are all those remote controls piled up over there?”

• Try to understand what sacrifices your customers 
make to use your product or to solve their problem

– An example might be the problems they go through trying 
to decide what product best meets their needs

– This way you are focusing on understanding their pain 
points



Interviewing Skills:  Active Listening

• Listen with your eyes as well as your ears

• Watch and listen for attitudes, opinions, beliefs

• Use positive, non-verbal communication to prompt the speaker

• Don’t interrupt the speaker

• Allow free time on site visits to arrange spontaneous interviews and to follow-up

• The mission is understanding customer requirements
– No denial

• “I don’t see why you think that’s a problem”
– No product selling – especially not a more expensive product

• “You wouldn’t have these problems if you had bought our deluxe model.”
– No problem-solving until after understanding

• “You’re not using it properly; here let me show you”

• Don’t argue with or correct the speaker



Opening Statements

• Thanks 
– “Thanks very much for agreeing to meet with us…”

• Introduction
– “Let me introduce… from our … department.”
– “Our team is engaged in market exploration activity in order to 

guide the direction of future products and services.  We’re 
here today because you have been carefully selected as an 
expert in this area.”

– “Because your views are extremely important to us, we’ll 
naturally be taking notes today.”

– Assure customers that their input is confidential



Opening Statements Cont’d.

• Bonding and Rapport
– Objective:  place and maintain customer in comfortable 

position
– Topics include:  travel, weather, “sailfish on the wall”
– Spend approximately 5 minutes getting the interviewee to talk 

about themselves
• Inadequate bonding and rapport can result in reduced input during 

first half of interview

• Transition to discussion guide
– “Could you please describe your role as the …?”



Ask Open Ended Questions

• “What” questions focus on happenings or motive
– Example:  “What problem would that solve?”

• “How” questions focus on the way things happen
– Example:  “How does that impact the way you to…?”

• “Why” questions search for reasons
– “Why is it that …?”

• “Could” questions are open-ended
– Example:  “Could you give an example of …?”

• Other types of questions:
– “Are” and “Do” are often the clue to a closed-ended question – moer disireable to 

say:  “can you think of a case when?”
– A long pause can be a question in itself

• “What else?” will elicit more responses than “is there anything else?”



Paraphrasing

• What is paraphrasing?
– Repeating your understanding of the speaker’s comments in your own words
– Asking the speaker if that is correct and whether there are any clarifications

• When / Why should you use it?
– As a check for verifying understanding
– For showing empathy
– To capture the speaker’s key points in the transcript



Probing

• The number one shortcoming of interviewers is a failure to probe
– Customers will talk in terms of features

• “we need a 300 watt amplifier”
– Interviewer needs to probe to find out why that feature is important 
– Determine what the customer need is

• “I want to feel as though I’m sitting in the stadium watching the game”
• The interviewer’s favorite words are:

– Why?
– Could you explain?
– Could you share?

• Why, why, why, why, why…
– Keep asking “why” types of questions until it almost gets ridiculous !!

• Try to get at the real underlying need?

• Be inquisitive, but not judgmental 
– Not “Why did you do that?” but:

• Why do you say that?
• Why do you feel that way?
• Why to you prefer that one?
• Why is that important?
• Why did that interest you?
• Why would that be better? 

If you want to tape session
Ask for permission in advance; assure customer of anonymity
Turn off if it seems to be inhibiting



Probing:  Keeping Them Talking

• Silent Probes
– Nod, smile, lean forward, etc.

• Overt encouragement
– “Hmm, Uh-huh, I see, Right, Oh, Interesting”

• Key word triggers
– Explain generalities:

• “What do you mean by…”
• “How do you define…”



Some Do’s

• Do remember important pieces of information mentioned 
earlier in the conversation

• Do watch out for fatigue (Limit of 3-5 interviews a day)

• Do remember that you aren’t there to solve that person’s 
problem, but to understand their needs

• Do be careful about creating the expectation that 
everything will be fixed next week!

• Do grade the interview (A, B, C, D, F with + or -) while it’s 
fresh in your mind, based on the quality of content



Some Don’ts

• Don’t be afraid of tangents – every interview should be different! 

• Don’t interrupt the respondent as he/she tries to speak 

• Don’t finish respondent’s sentences

• Offer Opinions

• Don’t communicate boredom (even when you are!)

• Don’t get so absorbed in the interview guide that you rarely look up

• Don’t make respondents feel that they are being used as a pipeline for 
competitive intelligence



Summary

• Gain a 360-degree view
• Visits are for collecting qualitative data, NOT quantitative data
• Understand your customers

– What makes them tick
– What motivates them 
– What drives them crazy

• Extract what functionality the market is missing
– Not just what the people tell you 
– Measurable and scalable
– In customer language with direction to development

• By chance opportunities
– Chance favors the prepared mind  Pasteur

• Intuitive capability
– It is by logic that we prove, it is by intuition that we discover Poincarre
– Incongruities are the greatest source of discovery Drucker

• Stepping stone approach
– No pre-conceived expectations on what you will discover
– Allow customer to guide the discussion


